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The board room often needs more evidence 
than the marketing community provides
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Lesson 1

Do your own homework!



Use specific evidence from your business as it will be 
far more relevant than either benchmark studies or 
marketing articles of faith

You need to use your own data

Step one to building your credibility



Case study from the world of insurance on 
Price Comparison Websites (PCWs)

PCWs are a brutal 
environment for brands, 
with close to perfect price  
transparency. 

How do you make the case 
for investing in the brand 
rather than a keener price 
point?



Some background about Direct Line Group



In the Direct Line Group IPA paper “They Went Short, We 
Went Long” they explored brand equity & trust



They found that for any given rank competitiveness, the 
brand with more investment & trust had an advantage



The advantage could be quantified in a way that 
made sense to pricing and commercial colleagues



With a short and long term view based on internal data the 
case was made for continued brand investment

The internal credibility of this work was not based on high ROI claims, 
but rather the transparent way that the benefit were quantified
As a result we were able to ‘Save the Dog’ (the other Churchill)
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Lesson 2

Develop a test & learn culture



A more complicated model is not always a 
more credible model

Develop a culture of testing to continuously improve 
your marketing investments and validate decisions that 
are made based on more complicated models



Testing is usually a win with senior 
stakeholders because it is transparent
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Source: Debranded client data. Boiler & central heating repair.



But we see common errors in test design



You need to establish sample size requirements



Tests can be optimised for ‘better than random’ 
statistical power (we use a genetic algorithm)



It may also be necessary to cluster 
geographies to prevent bleed

Quick Service Restaurant



A case study on the benefits of testing…
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This client was investing 
roughly its annual profit in 
digital display, based on 

machine learning attribution

The board asked for a test to 
be run as a second opinion. 

The test demonstrated 
potential for massive savings


